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Sector  -  Diamond, Gems and Jewellery 

Price Band
₹52 to ₹55

Face Value

Lot Size

Issue Size
₹10

250 Shares
Issue Type

Book Built

December 18, 2023 to December 20, 2023Issue Opens - 

 ₹151.09 Cr

https://www.screener.in/company/compare/00000020/
https://www.screener.in/company/compare/00000020/


Important Events

Issue Size

Fresh Issue

Offer for Sale

27,471,000 shares/ ₹151.09 Cr

Basis of Allotment

Initiation of Refunds

Credit of Shares to Demat

Motisons IPO Listing date

Thursday, December 21, 2023

Sandeep Chhabra (  Chairman and Whole Time Director) 
Sanjay Chhabra (Managing Director)
Laksh Chhabra   ( Joint Managing Director)
Kajal Chhabra (Non-Executive  Director)
Sushil Kumar Gangwal (Independent Director)

Promoters

Promoters collectively hold 91.54% (Pre Issue) of the Equity Share.

Friday, December 22, 2023

Friday, December 22, 2023

Tuesday, December 26, 2023

Sources: DHRP

N/A

27,471,000 shares/ ₹151.09 Cr



Their jewelry business began in 1997 with a single showroom in Jaipur, Rajasthan. Their
first store, known as the 'Traditional Store,' was established in the famous lanes of the
busiest Johri Bazaar, a renowned jewellery hub in the city's heart.

About The Company
The company is a Jewellery retail player with over two decades of experience in the jewelry
sector, with seasoned entrepreneurs as Promoters with over 20 years of experience. The
jewellery business covers the sale of gold, diamond, and kundan jewelry, as well as the sale of
other jewelry items such as pearl, silver, platinum, precious, semi-precious stones, and other
metals.

Description of Their Business

Sources: DHRP



Objects of The Offer
The Company proposes to utilize the Net Proceeds towards the funding of the following
objects:

Repayment of existing borrowings availed by the company from scheduled
commercial banks.
Funding the working capital requirements of the Company and
General corporate purposes.

Sources: RHP

Their product selection comprises classic, modern, and
mixed designs for every type of jewelry, from everyday
wear for all ages and genders to jewelry for special
events like festivals and weddings. They sell gold
jewelry, diamond jewelry, and other cutlery in a variety of
styles, from modern metropolitan designs to
handcrafted Indian cultural jewelry. Each showroom's
stock of gold, diamond, and other jewelry pieces
represents the tastes and styles of their clientele. Their
main advantages include their emphasis on creativity
and design, their aptitude for spotting market trends and
customer preferences, the complexity of their designs,
and the high caliber of their output. 

Their nearly two decades of experience has helped us to
develop a successful business strategy that allows us
control over Their activities ranging from raw material
procurement, design, manufacturing, and marketing to
sales via Their network. Their business strategy enables
us to monitor and regulate the quality of Their products
on the supply side, while also allowing us to adapt swiftly
to the demands and preferences of Their consumers on
the demand side.



Track Record Of Financial Performance

Sources: RHP

The following table provides a breakdown of our revenue from
operations by product category in the 152 relevant periods:

key performance indicators for the periods indicated: 





Risks
In motisons Company, Promoters and Directors are involved in certain legal
proceedings. Any adverse decision in such proceedings may render us/them liable
to liabilities/penalties and may adversely affect their business and results of
operations.
They rely on third companies to produce and manufacture the majority of their
items. They may be unable to maintain or establish formal arrangements with such
third parties, and any disruptions at such third-party production or manufacturing
facilities, or failure of such third parties to adhere to the relevant quality standards,
may harm Their reputation, business, and financial condition.

Strengths
They have a well-known brand with a history spanning more than 20 years.
Their showroom is strategically located in Jaipur, Rajasthan, which is well-known
for producing traditional jewelry.
Diversified product line with a range of price ranges and categories (They have
over 300,000+ jewelry designs in their product inventory, with a large selection of
gold, diamond, and other jewelry items available at various price points.)
Developed procedures and processes to reduce risk and increase efficiency
(They've set up processes and procedures for inventory control, order processing,
risk management, finance and controls, human resource management, inventory
management, data analytics, and management processes, among other areas of
their business and operations.)

Sources:DRHP



The Indian jewellery market has transformed significantly over the years from being
unorganized to an organized one, although it is highly dominated by unorganized sector.In the
organized retail sector, the organized jewelry market made up between 30% and 32%. Players
like Kalyan Jewellers, Tanishq, Malabar, PN Gadgil, Thangamayil Jewellers, and Joyalukkas are
among those in the organized jewelry retail business. Still, the unorganized market currently
controls much of the industry. Gold jewellery has long held a dominant position in the Indian
jewellery sector. Buying gold jewellery has a major saving significance in India, in addition to
being a consumer good like fashion jewellery. 
Unpredictable factors like interest rate fluctuations, geopolitical unrest, or other significant
occurrences may negatively affect a commodity's price, which ultimately affects both demand
and consumer spending.
Considering all the variables, including management and finances, we suggest a "SUBSCRIBE"
rating for this IPO, only for good listing gains & for those investors who are willing to accept
significant risks in the long run.

The issue's price range, in terms of valuation, is INR₹52 to ₹55 per share. A P/E ratio of
Motisons Jewellers is 16.08x is based on a price range above INR 55 and FY23 EPS of INR
3.42with an industry average of 81.5X.

COMPARISON WITH LISTED INDUSTRY PEERS 

Valuation and Outlook



This report is not for public distribution and has been furnished solely for
information and must not be reproduced or redistributed to others None can use
the report as a base for any claim, demand or cause of action and, also none is
responsible for any loss incurred based upon. The investments discussed or
recommended in this report may not be suitable for all investors. Opinion
expressed is the current opinion as of the date appearing on the material only.
Further, the information in the document has been printed on the basis of publicly
available information; internal data and other sources believed to be true and are
for general guidance only but which may have not been verified independently.
While every effort is made to ensure the accuracy and completeness of information
contained, the company takes no responsibility and assumes no liability for any
error/ omission or accuracy of the information. Recipients of this material should
rely on their own judgments and conclusions from relevant sources before making
any investment.
The investment advice should not be considered to be or taken as an offer to sell or
a solicitation to buy/sell any security. Price and value of the investments referred
to in this material are subject to volatility. Past performance is not a guide for
future performance. Certain transactions -futures, options and other derivatives
as well as non-investment grade securities are subjected to substantial risks and
are not suitable for all investors.

Disclaimer:


